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[Answer any fourof the following questions. AII questions are of equal marks.
All pafts of the same question must be answered seriallyl

What is the function of modem? Explain various types of transmission media,
and types of network services available in the organization.
Describe the five technology drivers of the infrastructure evolution. Write down
thebusinessvalueofteJecommunicationandnetworking.

Define enterprise software. Discuss the business value of enterprise systems.
Why wireless networks are vulnerable? Write down the differences between
spoofing and sniffing.
Discuss the business value of supply chain management systems.

How does enterprise sofhruare enable a business to use industry-proVefl, bestpractices? : : :

Discuss global supply chains and the internet.
What are the issues an organization will have to face in choosing global supply
chains?

Discuss the classical model of management and how they affect information
systems and decision support systems. r g

Define and describe buliness intelligence and bdsiness analytics. Describe the
stages of decision making process.
compare the characteristics of an MIS and a DSS. why are decision-support
systems more suited foiexecutive decision making? 

;

under what reason(s) organizations go for system development? "systems can
be technically successful but organization failures" - Discuss.
Define system analysis. What do you mean by feasibility study?
what are the steps involved in system development process? what are the
functions of testing, conversion, and maintenance phases?

Write short notes on the following (any four) 2.5 x 4

a. Hackers VS Crackers
b. GDSS

c, Securitvoutsourcino

d. Business process redesign
e. Virus vs. Worm
f. Biomptrics ar rthenticafinn
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